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Summer 2004

In thinking about this year's confer-
ence theme, Resilience, I have
decided that conference attendance is
a resilience training activity. The
training entails finding a way to
balance the following four activities:
taking advantage of the great
workshops, reconnecting with
colleagues from far and wide, seeing
the beautiful city you are in, and
having fun. If you can balance all that
you are resilient!

One of our keynote speakers spoke
about how disruptive change
challenges us to not only cope with
the change, but emerge stronger.
EASNA as a mature organization has
experienced disruptive changes over
its lifetime, and I believe each time ~,ve
have learned from the disruptive
experience so that we have emerged
stronger and wiser.

came to this conference as a new
leader, with some trepidation because
we had just experienced one of those
disruptive bumps in that our desire to
create one EA voice wasn't going to
happen. As a result I wondered about
our ability yet again to learn from this
experience, emerge stronger and
move on to thriving. Well I got my first
glimpse that indeed we could move
on and thrive when I opened several
e-mails and found supportive
messages from some of our member-
ship.

(continue on page 6) ~
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Two Recognized for Outstanding
Individual Achievement

Donna Scotten and Ed Baranowski were both recognized for their
contributions to the advancement of EASNA's goals for the development
of the~EAP field.

Donna has a long history in the EAP industry and has been an active
member of EASNA. From 1995-2000 Donna served as a distinguished
Board member.

During her time on the Board, Donna provided leadership in board
development, planning, marketing and strategic planning. Her contribu-
tions as aboard member were outstanding and since her board term
ended, she has continued to provide consultation and facilitation around
Board strategic planning processes. What Donna consistently brings to

EASNA is the capacity to ask hard questions and demand we search for principled answers. More than
that, she has stretched us further in establishing systems for increasing accountability.

Among her many gifts and talents has been an unwavering expectation that we, EASNA continue to
provide leadership to the employee assistance field and to define what is most important. This has
required an analytical mind and at times a good sense of humor. For Donna, being present means not
just showing up. Since Donna's ~oar~ term ended the has cortinae~ to gift us wit~~ her creativity, Tier
laughter and energy. In many ways Donna's presence has been a gift to all of us.

Ed Baranowski is fondly known as a gentle giant quite capable of getting things done. In accordance
with the Pareto principle, 20% of the people receive 80% of the recognition. We will now turn that
statistic on its ear. Ed Baranowski is one of the 80%who work hard every day to keep the initiatives
rolling while shying away from accolades.

Ed first got involved on the EASNA board at a time when it was "all hands on deck". The EASNA
contingent was relatively small but the tasks at hand were enormous. We were just defining the
Standards and we needed focused and devoted energy. Ed was someone who spoke softly at the
board meetings but had something very profound to say every time he spoke. When he spoke,
everyone listened.

Ed worked very hard to develop the only EASNA chapter in its history. He became the Institute Chair in
1995 when we were convened in Chicago for one of the most successful venues in our history.

Ed never ran for office — he never wanted the limelight. It was never an issue of responsibility because
Ed worked tirelessly for many years on behalf of both EASNA and the field of EAP. He started working
at Ingalls Memorial Hospital in Harvey, IL ,where he's been for 23 years.

Thank you, Donna and Ed, for your generosity of spirit in working with EASNA and in the crafting of our
vision. ~



ANOTHER HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL INSTITUTE
Two hundred thirty seven EA
professionals converged on Ottawa,
Ontario at the historic Fairmont
Chateau Laurier for the 16th annual
EASNA Institute and its theme of
"Resiliency in the World of Work".
Surrounded by Canada's Parliament
Building and hundreds of colorful
blooming tulips and enjoying the
unseasonable warm temperatures in
the 20s (that's 70s for all you folks
stateside) Institute participants took
advantage of 20 peer presentations,
three keynote addresses and a pre-
Institute training.

D~. Mark Tager, President of
ChangeWell, Inc. one of the early
pioneers in linking health and
productivity, lead the all day train-the-
trainercourse on Building Resilience
which broke previous pre-institute
attendance records and helped
participants understand management
styles that bring out the best in
employees and to recognize how
individual uniqueness contributes to
building strong teams.

Kicking off the formal Institute's

proceeding was AI Siebert, PhD,
author and director of the Resiliency
Center in Portland, Oregon who
illustrated how in today's workplace
everyone must be change-proficient,
cope with unexpected setbacks, and
overcome discouraging adversities.
Workplace aspects of building resilient
organizations was the subject of the
second day's plenary by Dean Robb,
PhD, President of the Resilience
Group, a Fortune 500 consulting firm.
Closing the Institute was a powerful
presentation on Trust, Betrayal &
Workplace Resilience by Dennis
Reina, PhD of Chignon & Reina
Associates, noted author and
researcher on these important
workplace issues.

Bringing peer expertise has always
been an integral part of the Institute,
and this years program was no
exception. Some of the many topics
covered in the workshops included
Suicide Prevention, Work-Life
Balance, Disaster Preparedness and
Response, Occupational Stress/Self
Care and Mentoring, Peak Perfor-

mance Training, Substance Abuse
Prevention and Health Promotion,
Enhanced Case Management, EAP
Outcomes and Organizational
Integration. Feedback and evaluations
of the Institute's sessions from
attendees was largely positive antl
many remarked how they were
impressed by the unique focus on the
many aspects of resilience in the
workplace and among the workforce.

Planning has already begun for the
next Institute, scheduled for Chicago
in May, 2005. As the Institute's
(re)appointed Curriculum chair, I am
most interested in hearing from
EASNA members and other EA
professionals as to what topics might
be of interest. Also welcome are
individuals who are willing to serve
as members of the curriculum
committee, which is charged with
identifying a conference theme,
searching out and recruiting plenary
speakers and appropriate peer
presentations and reviewing
abstracts. Emails are welcome at
mccannba@bellatlantic.net.

by Bernie McCann, Curriculum Chair

Building Resilience: Train the Trainer
As a memb?r of FASNA; I recently
had the opportunity to attend the May
13th 2004 EASNA Pre-Institute in
Ottawa, Canada. The speaker was
Mark J. Tager, M.D., President of
Change Well, Inc. and his topic for the
day-long Pre-Institute was entitled
"Building Resilience: Train the
Trainer". I was eager to attend since
have been asked on several occa-
sions to present on this topic to the
employees of our local businesses.

After defining resilience as "staying
strong to meet the challenges of work
and life", Dr. Tager jumped right into
concept of training the trainer. He had
his audience use imagery and small
group interaction to emphasize key

points in the presentation. He further
illustrated his points by verbally
painting a mental picture of resiliency
from the presenter and the
participant's point of reference. His
relaxed style and use of story telling
made the day interesting and
enjoyable.

Forme, the highlight was breaking
into small groups to discuss a web-
basetl assessment administered and
scored prior to the presentation. Each
small group was composed of those
having similar preferred coping styles
and each group expressed to the
other groups how they collectively and
symbolically deal with adversity and
conflict. The exercise effectively

modeled differences in coping styles
al"i(i ~~aalthy copirg behaviors. The
day concluded with participants
setting personal goals for improving
their own resiliency skills.

Although the resiliency specific
information may have been review for
some participants, the skills taught on
how to become a more effective
teacher, educator and trainer are
germane to the ever changing face of
EAP. This was not my first EASNA
Pre-Institute and will not be my last.
am definitely planning to attend next

year's Pre-Institute.

by Tim Leonard, Member ~



Resiliency: An ~s~ential Skill in a Non-Stop World
AI Siebert, in the Opening Plenary of
the 16th EASNA Institute, challenged
the audience's view of the definition of
resiliency. His official definition
included: a person's ability to absorb
high levels of disruptive change,
bounce back, and even excel in times
of change and uncertainty without
acting in dysfunctional ways. While
delivering his Resiliency Principles in
an engaging presentation, he invited
the audience to test their own levels of
resiliency and challenged some rather
established notions about coping
strategies and stress management
in general.

One fascinating concept that Dr.
Siebert put forth is the notion that
Stress Management actually teaches
employees to be victims. He men-
tioned that "workplace stress" articles
actually encourage employees to feel
like victims and blame their employer
for their feelings of distress. Following
this line of thought, Siebert points out
that it is not the situation itself (i.e.,
workplace stress) but rather the way
the body responds to the situation that
truly counts.

The title of the presentation clearly
identifies Siebert's theory. Employees
need to leave the "stress focus" that
has been prevalent in the past, and
develop true resiliency skills. He
mentioned the Motorola Resiliency
Project as one that has moved in this
direction and that other companies
are also moving this way.

According to Siebert everyone is born
with the capacity to develop resiliency
abilities. He labels the five levels of
resiliency as; 1)Maintain Yo~ir
Emotional Stability, Health and Well
Being; 2)Focus Outward: Good
Problem Solving Shills; 3)Focus
Inward: Develop Strong Inner "Selfs";
4)Develop Excellent resiliency Skills
and 5)The Talent for Serendipity (the
ability to convert misfortune into good
fortune.)

As an audience participant, I found
the "new" concepts familiar but
perhaps from a distant land and/or
time. I grew up Irish Catholic and
instructed daily to look on the positive
side of life and figure out how to cope
with tragedies and somehow turn
them into opportunities. Dr. Siebert's

theory is comfortingly familiar and
good advice for these times. I particu-
larlyenjoyed his comment that
peoples' minds and habits in the midst
of adversity will automatically turn to a
barrier or a bridge for the future.
There has been enough adversity in
the world of late that each of us has
probably felt the pull to one of these
choices.

Thank you Dr. Siebert for reminding
us once again, that we do have a
choice for health and resiliency even
on the cloudiest of days. The new
terms and levels of resiliency are a
wonderful reminder that in supporting
both others and ourselves towards
healthier outlooks on life, the world
might be a better place.

by Pat Herlihey, Board Member
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EASNA and EAPA Presidents Address the Membership

An early morning forum
was created to provide
people at the Institute with
accurate, open information
regarding the outcome
from the EASNA & EAPA
Task Force. Louise
Hartley and Don
Jergenson co-chaired the
discussion, the focus of
which was to allow

members to ask questions &directly
hear the answers from the presidents
of both these organizations.

Don first addressed the question that
was raised surrounding what
obstacles were looked at in the
beginning of the process. The answer
received was that two years ago, the
history of EAPA prohibited talking to
EASNA. As a result of this, EASNA's
focus on approaching EAPA and
building relationships was critical
before we looked into the facts &
limits.

Is this subject closed? According to
Don, the decision right now is not to
merge, and EAPA is currently not
working on it because of legal

President Update
(Continued from page 1)

Here is what two members had to say:

"A false notion held by many EAPA
members is that EASNA is for
Canadians.

personally have received more
communication, input, direction,
education, etc., from EASNA mem-
bers. I'm all for continuing collabora-
tion of both. "

"Atone time I supported the merger. In
reflection, EASNA's unique identity
and purpose would be lost within
EAPA. And it would be a loss to the
field. EASNA still retains a separate-
ness not controlled by larger private
EAP entities interests. By doing so, it
is the truest form of an organization
that has, at its heart, the interests of
its members. My company set aside
our decision to seek certification. With
this announcement, we'll dust off the

requirement, and because the
changes that would allow this cannot
be foreseen at this time. The legal
requirements that prohibit this merge,
which were incorporated under
Wisconsin law, dictate that the full
membership would need to vote, and
the costs of operationalizing this are
too high. Over the past six months,
Don stated that he has traveled and
participated in many local EAPA
Chapter Meetings, where he did not
hear any indication that members
wanted this merger.

A conservative estimate for the cost is
$30-$40, but realistically it wound likely
reach $50,000. To encourage the
vote, a high volume of manpower was
used over the last year, the focus of
which was going face-to-face with
chapters to describe what is happen-
ing. In that process it became clear
that the required level of support was
not there, and therefore EAPA saw
this as a significant process with
unlikely successful outcomes.

From Louise's perspective, the
obstacles for EASNA were reviewed
and discussed with our consultant,

paperwork and resume those goals. In
southern parlance, "This ain't so bad".

This supportive glimpse through
e-mail was bolstered by the energy
and ideas that came forward from
Board Members on Wednesday
during our strategic planning session.
All this energy was solidified by what
saw in the participants at this Institute.
have been able to meet and

experience the vibrancy of over 230
individuals interested in employee
assistance as they share knowledge
and fun. So EASNA is a thriving
organization both in terms of its
financial and human resources.

The Board's draft vision statement is
to "advance solutions for a healthy
and productive workplace." In order
to do this, we have the following
strategic objectives:

• Contributing compelling data,
standards and benchmarks to
enhance and support the EA industry,

Bostrom, and based on the bylaws
that we have in place regarding
mergers, we figured the financial
implications to be considerably less
costly.

Despite this, Don says, the focus for
EAPA has not changed. The key now
is to build an alliance and work
collaboratively through research and
training. EAPA will remain focused
outside of North America, to advance
the profession and help the interna-
tional community to get EA into place.

Louise stated that EASNA put a lot of
energy into the issue of a merger, and
recently held a meeting that focused
on education, research, and ways to
surmount the confusion and the issue
of duplication. This was a successful
board meeting that resulted in the
development of a new vision and
mission. The focus was on developing
new ways to collaborate. The
challenge now is to deal with the
issue as adults and to continue to
talk, to focus on collaboration,
research, behavior, and see what
grows from it. ~

•Being responsive to a broad range of
stakeholders who all care about
creating and maintaining healthy and
productive workplaces,

•Using the knowledge and talents of
this Prpanded group of stakeholders
to help us as an organization be a
resource of leading edge educational
solutions, and

• In order to meet these strategic
objectives we want to ensure that this
talented diverse group works together
in an accountable, accessible and
responsive organization.

So to help us move forward, I would
like each of you to think about your
interest and willingness to contribute
to making this vision a reality.

Remember, EASNA is an organization
where your voice is heard and valued.

Louise Hartley
EASNA President ~
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Position Statement on Employee Assistance
Programs and Health Savings Accounts

As many are aware there is the potential for a significant impact that new rules governing Health
Savings Accounts (HSAs) antl High Deductible Health Plans (HDHPs) may have on employers in the
U.S. and their decision as to whether or not they will continue to offer EAP's. The new rules now being
formulated by the U.S. Treasury Department will provide guidance regarding eligibility for HSA's and
HDHP's. The unanswered question is whether EAPs will be defined by the rules as "preventative
care," which would allow for "first dollar coverage" by health plans without running a foul of the HSA/
HDHP eligibility rules. If they are not, eligibility for an EAP would mean that an employee would not be
eligible to have an HSA. Since many employers are expected to offer HSAs, this would represent a
significant threat to the elimination of their EAPs. We encourage all EASNA members to review the
following position statement as it articulates our belief as to the proper interpretation and application of
the provisions in Section 223 and the exception for preventative care to employee assistance pro-
grams. If you agree with this statement, we encourage you to write to the IRS requesting that they
issue guidance clarifying that employee assistance programs are "preventative care" and not subject to
the deductible requirements of HDHPs under Section 223 of the IRC.

Summary Position Statement: Services provided under Employee Assistance Programs ("EAPs")
constitute preventative care under the safe harbor allowed for such care as specified by the provisions
of the Health Savings Account ("HSA") and High Deductible Health Plan ("HDHP") language of Internal
Revenue Code Section 223(c)(2)(C).

Basis for Offering of Position Statement: Internal Revenue Notice 2004-23 provides safe harbor
guidance with regard to defining what benefits constitute "preventative care" so as to allow coverage of
such care outside the required deductible amounts for High Deductible Health Plans. The Notice
proceeds to enumerate services it has deemed "preventative care" for the purposes of IRC § 223.
However, the Notice requests comments "on the appropriate standard for preventative care, and in
particular, recommendations concerning any benefit or service that should be added to those set forth
in this notice... In addition, we request comments on the extent to which benefits provided by an
employee assistance program ... may qualify as preventative care." (IRS Notice 2004-23, pg. 2).

Analysis of EAPs as Preventative Care: IRC § 223 does not specifically define the term "preventative
care". Absent a statutory definition, reliance must be placed in the plain language definitions of such
terms, that is preventative care is care that prevents something possible or probable from occurring,
such as sickness, illness or injury.

EAPs are workplace-based programs designed to assist an organization in addressing productivity
issues arising from situations and circumstances that impact employees. The EAP addresses these
issues by providing employees a means to identify and resolve concerns such as health, marital, family,
financial, alcohol, drug, legal or other stressors that might negatively affect the employee and his
health, and by extension, the employee's work performance, work environment and the employer.

EAPs have in the past been considered group health plans under the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act ("FRIBA"). (See, for examples, U.S. Department of Labor Advisory Opinions 88-4A & 83-
35A.) However, EAPs provide services that are substantially different from the services covered by
traditional health plans. EAPs focus on identification and assessment of an employee's issue or
concern and identification of the appropriate resource (be it an organization, facility or program) to
assist the employee in resolution of the issue or concern. Such a resource might very well be a health
care professional or facility whose services would be covered under the employee's health plan.

Thus, an employee may have a very real need and use for both an EAP and a health plan. Absent
some action to classify EAPs as "preventative care" and thereby allow EAPs to co-exist with HDHPs, an
employee will face a situation where the choice of a HDHP option (offered by his employer for purpose
of allowing that employee the opportunity to utilize an HSA) would preclude that employee from having
access to an EAP benefit—an EAP benefit that has traditionally been provided at no cost to the
employee and that could have a substantial impact upon that employee's health and welfare.

Employers who have a very direct and real interest in the health and welfare of their employees have
made a very strong commitment to the use of EAPs as a preventative measure. EAPs have been
used, with great success, in the prevention of workplace violence, critical incident stress debriefing, and
assisting employees affected by corporate restructuring. The federal government itself has

(Continued on page 8) ~



Position Statement on Employee Assistance Programs
and Health Savings Accounts
(Continued from page 7)

embraced the use of EAPs by
mandating the offering of EAPs to its
employees. (See, for example, 5 CFR
330.602. )

Evidence of the preventative nature of
EAPs can be found in many studies
and reports. The Employee Assis-
tance Program Association ("EAPA"),
a professional association founded in
1971 for persons employed in the
EAP field and representing more than
7,000 individuals and organizations
with an interest in EAPs, has compiled
a bibliography of reports, studies and
statistics regarding the efficacy of
EAPs as a preventative measure. A
few examples from this bibliography
emphasize this point in dramatic
fashion:

A study of 122 staff who used the
EAP at the University of Michigan
showed the university saved a
minimum of $65,341 over a five-
year period for those employees
because of improved retention
rates and reduced sick leave. The
study showed strong evidence that
those employees who used EAP
services took less sick leave than
the overall staff.

• General Motors Corporation's EAP
saved the company $37 million per
year as of 1990.

• A small company of 70 employees
reduced its workers' compensation
and vehicular accident costs by
$75,000 by establishing an EAP
with an emphasis on preventative
safety awareness.

• The City of Los Angeles Depart-
ment of Water &Power reported a
savings of $350,000 over a five-
yearperiod in reduced sickness
absenteeism for employees with

::::
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alcohol problems.

And to demonstrate the direct
relationship and impact of an EAP
with respect to a health plan:

A study performed at Southern
California Edison to determine the
impact of EAP case management
on health care claims filed by
employees with substance abuse
problems showed that the EAP's
approach was more effective at
reducing overall health care claims
costs than the company's health
play alone.

It is clear from this information that
EAPs have a very clear role, separate
and apart from health plans, in
providing preventative care and
measures that are of benefit to
employees and employers. Neither
group (employees and employers)
should have to face the dilemma of
choosing between the very real
benefits of an HSA and HDHP
arrangement and an EAP. The way to
ensure this does not occur is for there
to be recognition and
acknowledgement ofthe EAP as a
program that constitutes "preventative
care" contemplated by IRC § 223.
Such recognition and
acknowledgement should be in the
form of additional guidance published
by the IRS establishing an explicit
preventative care safe harbor for
e:~pfoyea assistance programs.

To voice your opinion on this matter,
you can contact the IRS at:

CC:PA:LPD:PR (Notice 2004-2}
Room 5203
Internal Revenue Service
POB 7604
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC 20044 ~

EASNA: Judy Janes, Bostrom
230 E. Ohio Street. Suite 400 •Chicago, IL 60611-3265

Tel: (312) 644-0828 •Fax: (312) 644-8557 •Email: easna@bostrom.com
Website: www.easna.org
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Special Offer for
Members from
Institute Keynote
Speaker

The following Resiliency Center
resources can be purchased by
EASNA members at special 20%
discount.

The Survivor Personality: Why
Some People Are Stronger,
Smarter, and More Skillful at
Handling Life's Difficulties ...and
How You Can Be, Too, byAl Siebert,
Ph.D. Perigee/Berkley Books. $13.95
(EASNA discount price, $11.00)

1'he Resiliency hi1anuai: Guidelines
for Self-Managed Learning in the
School of Life, byAl Siebert, Ph.D.;
a spiral-bound workbook for learning
and using principles covered in The
Survivor Personality. $15.00 (discount
price, $12.00)

Resiliency: An Essential Skill in a
Rapidly Changing Workplace, byAl
Siebert, Ph. D.; 50 page booklet for
private sector employees. $10.00
(discount price, $8.00 for single
copies, volume prices available.)

The Resiliency Manual for Public
Employees, byAl Sieberf, Ph.D.;
56 page booklet. $10.00 (discount
price, $8.00 for single copies, volume
prices available.)

Resiliency: The Key to Surviving
and Thriving in Today's World, by
Al Siebert, Ph.D.; A videotape training
se~sinn using the quiz "How Resilient
Are You?", 60 minutes. $25.00
(discount price, $20.00)

Resiliency: The Power to Bounce
Back, byAl Siebert, Ph.D; audiocas-
sette or CD personal learning course,
8 tapes or CDs, with manual. $129
(discount price, $100.00)

Read descriptions of the resources at
the http://www.ResiliencyCenter.com
web site. Order online by credit card
at https:l/secure.webcom.comlthrive/
presslppporder.html, or fax your order
to 503-283-1214.

Shipping and handling charges will be
added. Ask for the EASNA discount on
your order. Money back guaranteed if
not satisfied. ~


